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Wrestling with God and Men is the product of Rabbi Steven Greenberg's ten-year struggle to

reconcile his homosexuality with Orthodox Judaism. Employing traditional rabbinic resources,

Greenberg presents readers with surprising biblical interpretations of the creation story, the love of

David and Jonathan, the destruction of Sodom, and the condemning verses of Leviticus. But

Greenberg goes beyond the question of whether homosexuality is biblically acceptable to ask how

such relationships can be sacred. In so doing, he draws on a wide array of nonscriptural texts to

introduce readers to occasions of same-sex love in Talmudic narratives, medieval Jewish poetry

and prose, and traditional Jewish case law literature. Ultimately, Greenberg argues that Orthodox

communities must open up debate, dialogue, and discussion-precisely the foundation upon which

Jewish law rests-to truly deal with the issue of homosexual love. This book will appeal to all people

of faith struggling to merge their belief in the scriptures with a desire to make their communities

more open and accepting to gay and lesbian members.
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If you are a Christian, you may think that an Orthodox Jewish rabbi comes from such a different way

of approaching our shared Scripturethat little would result from a lot of effort. Think again! This

remarkable book is captivating from beginning to end and filled withinnumberable insights that grace

virtually every page. Along the way, you may, as I discovered, come away with a whole new

appreciation for Orthodox Judaism.It s one thing to find a helpful book. It s quite another to find one

helpful and delightful to read. Here are a couple of sentences worth mulling over: "Gayness is no



more an automatic intentional rejection of procreation than is straightness a sworn promise of it."

And, "Nature is a text that can say almost anything we want it to say while appearing to have said

nothing but what is evident." Both of these statementsare found on the same page. This man can

turn a phrase.After quoting from a letter from a near-suicidal gay Orthodox Jew, (a feature familiar to

many pastors and their gay parishioners) Rabbi Greenberg states his purpose for writing the book.

"For the sake of this young man and many men and women very much like him, the first goal of this

book is to demonstrate that, contrary to theassumptions of many liberal and traditional Jews, an

argument can be made in defense of gay relatioships from within the canon of traditional Jewish

textual resources. What this man needs is not permission to have sex with men. That is hardly

enough. What he needs is a way to envision a life of love, intimacy, and commitment with a man in

the context of a religiously alive Orthodox community. The task of writing on this topic is to make a

path that is responsible to these human realities and deeplycommit to God and Torah.
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